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a b s t r a c t
Using two complementary experimental methods, we have measured partial (mass-resolved) cross-
sections for dissociative electron attachment to themolecule trifluoromethyl sulfurpentafluoride (SF5CF3)
at the gas temperature TG =300K over a broad range of electron energies (E=0.001–12eV). The abso-
lute scale for these cross-sections was obtained with reference to the thermal (T=300K) rate coefficient
for anion formation (8.0(3)×10−8 cm3 s−1). Below 1eV, SF5− is the dominant product anion and formed
through the lowest anion state which cuts the neutral SF5CF3 potential close to the S–C equilibrium
distance. The highly resolved laser photoelectron attachment data exhibit a downward Wigner cusp at
86meV, indicating that the 4(a1) vibrational mode is important for the primary attachment dynam-
ics. Both SF5− and F− anions are formed with similar yields through the first excited resonance located
near 3.6 eV. Towards higher energies, the anions CF3−, SF4−, and SF3− are also produced. Summation of
the partial cross-sections yields a total absolute cross-section for anion formation over the energy range
0.001–12eV. This is used to calculate the dependence of the rate coefficient for dissociative electron
attachment over a broad range of electron temperatures for the fixed gas temperature TG =300K; good
agreement is found between the calculated values and those obtained in a drift tube experiment. In addi-
tion to the experimental work, semiempirical R-matrix calculations have been carried out for the energy
dependence of the cross-section for SF5− formation. The experimental findings are semi-quantitatively
recovered.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
An analysis of stratospheric air samples by Sturges et al. [1]
has indicated that trifluoromethyl sulfurpentafluoride (SF5CF3) is
present in the stratosphere. The compound is thought to be exclu-
sively anthropogenic in origin; it has been speculated that the
source of atmospheric SF5CF3 may be the reaction of SF6 with fluo-
ropolymers in electrical devices (see papers by Huang et al. [2] and
by Tsai [3,4]). Although present at a level of only 0.12ppt in 1999,
the atmospheric abundance of SF5CF3 is reportedly increasing by
6% per year, tracking the increase of atmospheric SF6 [1]. This is
significant because both SF6 and SF5CF3 are powerful greenhouse
∗ Corresponding author at: Fachbereich Physik, Technische Universita¨t Kaiser-
slautern, P.O. Box 3049, D-67653 Kaiserslautern, Germany.
E-mail address: hotop@physik.uni-kl.de (H. Hotop).
gases. The global warming potential (GWP) of SF5CF3 is currently
estimated at 18,500 times that of CO2 [5,6], greater than almost
any other molecule. The stratospheric profile that was measured
by Sturges et al. suggests this compound is long-lived in the atmo-
sphere. Kennedy and Mayhew [7] have recently speculated that,
because the compound is not broken down by UV photodissoci-
ation, and there are no known atmospheric sinks, ion–molecule
reactions and electron attachment reactions must play a signifi-
cant role in the atmospheric chemistry of SF5CF3. Previous reports
on the electron attachment rate to SF5CF3 place an upper limit of
approximately 1000 years on the compound’s atmospheric lifetime
[7–10]. In addition to its atmospheric relevance, electron attach-
ment studies to SF5CF3 are of interest because of the comparisons
wecanmakewithSF6, amoleculeused inmany technological appli-
cations [11,12], and with the similar molecule SF5Cl for which we
recently reported a comprehensive set of partial cross-sections for
anion formation [13].
1387-3806/$ – see front matter © 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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The findings of Sturges et al. [1] initiated several other studies,
including IR spectroscopy [14,15], swarm experiments on electron
attachment [7,8,16], and electron beam measurements of the par-
tial cross-sections for anion formation [17,18]. The latter twostudies
– following pioneering work on the total attachment cross-section
for this molecule by Chen et al. [19] – agreed in the observation
that the dominant anion at low energies is SF5− while the respec-
tive findings for other anions were contradictory. Sailer et al. [17]
reported a band for CF3− formation with a peak cross-section of
0.35×10−20 m2 at 1.2 eV and a band for F− production peaking at
about 0.9 eV (cross-section 0.08×10−20 m2) (in addition a weaker
maximum at near-zero energies was seen in the F− yield). Balog
et al. [18] investigated low-energy electron collisions with free
SF5CF3 molecules and with SF5CF3 in homogeneous clusters and in
nanofilms. Like Sailer et al., they reported anion yield functions for
the fragments SF5−, F−, and CF3− with relative maximum yields of
1000, 4, and 0.03while the Innsbruck experiment [17] gave respec-
tive maximum yields of 1000, 0.7, and 4. The Berlin measurement
for F− production [18] showed a broad band peaking at about 0.5 eV
and a substantially weaker and rather wide band around 3.2 eV;
their results for CF3− formation indicate the presence of a rather
narrow peak near zero energy and a broad band around 3.5 eV.
In the present work, we combine the results from two dif-
ferent beam experiments to determine the partial and the total
absolute cross-sections for dissociative electron attachment (DEA)
to SF5CF3 over the energy range 0.001–12eV. At energies below
1eV, the SF5− anion is the dominant product, and we measure
its DEA cross-section by two versions of the laser photoelectron
attachment (LPA) method (LPA and extended laser photoelectron
attachment (EXLPA), see Section 2.1) over the range 0.001–1.66 eV
with energy widths of 2meV (LPA) and about 25meV (EXLPA). The
LPA data are put on an absolute cross-section scale with reference
to the well-known thermal (T=300K) DEA rate coefficient. The
other experiment uses a pulsed electron source from a trochoidal
electron monochromator with moderate resolution and a time-
of-flight mass spectrometer. It yields simultaneously measured
relative cross-sections for the relevant product anions with little
mass and kinetic energy discrimination over the range 0.2–12eV.
The two sets of cross-section data are combined and thus yield the
partial and total cross-sections for anion formation.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe
the two experimental setups. In Section 3, we summarize some
of the relevant structural and energetic properties of SF5CF3 and
its anion, and we describe briefly the R-matrix method used to
calculate the energy dependence of the DEA cross-section at low
energies (<1 eV). In Section 4, we report the partial and total cross-
sections and compare with the calculated cross-section and with
the previous experimental results [17–19]. In addition,we calculate
the dependence of the DEA rate coefficient on electron tempera-
ture for a Maxwellian electron gas at the fixed gas temperature
TG =300K and compare with a previous drift tube experiment [7].
We conclude with a brief summary.
2. Experimental
2.1. Laser photoelectron attachment experiment (Kaiserslautern)
In order to measure highly resolved cross-sections for anion
formation in low-energy electron collisions with SF5CF3, we used
two variants of the laser photoelectron attachment method, as dis-
cussed elsewhere in detail [20–22]. The energy range 1–200meV
was covered at resolutions of about 2meV by the standard
LPA method [20]: energy-variable photoelectrons (typical current
40pA) are created in the reaction region with the target gas by res-
onant two-color photoionization of ground state potassium atoms
via the excited K(4p3/2) level [21]. Higher electron energies were
accessed by the extended laser photoelectron attachment method
[22]: here near-zero energy photoelectrons are produced in an
auxiliary photoionization chamber (distance from reaction cen-
tre about 5 cm), accelerated by a weak electric field in a guiding
magnetic field (0.002T), brought to the energy of interest prior to
traversal through the target region, and subsequently accelerated
and deflected onto a collector plate. Care was taken to align the
exciting and the focused ionizing laser (diameter 0.12mm) to avoid
anycollisionsof theelectronbeamwith surfaceson itsway fromthe
photoionization chamber to the collector since these would yield
spurious low-energy electrons and thus lead to unwanted attach-
ment processes. This is especially critical in energy ranges where
the attachment cross-section is small. In this way, the drop of the
SF6− cross-section, for example, could be followed over five orders
of magnitude towards higher electron energies [22]. The effective
resolution in the EXLPA experiment was about 25meV.
Both the LPA and the EXLPA experiment were pulsed at a rate
of 100kHz: following each photoelectron production and attach-
ment period, the infrared laser (767nm), exciting the K(4s–4p3/2)
transition, was switched off by an acousto-optical modulator, and
a voltage pulse was initiated to extract the anions. A stack of elec-
trodes imaged the anions onto the entrance hole of a quadrupole
mass filter which mass selected the species of interest. The trans-
mitted anions were detected by a channel electron multiplier (Fa.
Sjuts, background 0.02 s−1).
A diffuse low-density target of SF5CF3 molecules (Apollo Scien-
tific, Ltd., stated purity 99%) at the gas temperature TG =300K was
used without further purification. An anion mass spectrum taken
at very low electron energies (using electron transfer from highly
excited K**(nd) Rydberg atoms with n≈140; see, e.g., [21]) yielded
SF5− as the dominant anion product. SF6− anions were detected at
a relative intensity level of about 3.5% and attributed to aminor SF6
impurity (relative density about 1%); correspondingly, SF5− anions
resulting from DEA to SF6 contribute to the SF5− yield at a negligi-
ble level (see Ref. [22] for the energy dependent cross-section for
SF5− formation from SF6). Other anions in the mass spectrum had
intensities ≤10−4 relative to that for SF5−.
The LPA/EXLPA experiment provides a highly resolved yield
Y(E) for anion formation. This yield is proportional to the absolute
DEA cross-section, i.e., (E) =NY(E) where N is a normaliza-
tion factor, assumed to be independent of electron energy E.
The size of the normalization factor is established with ref-
erence to a known thermal DEA rate coefficient for the same





relative collision velocity of the electron–molecule system) is
given by the average:
k(Te, TG) = (2/m)1/2
∫
E1/2tot(E; TG)f (E; Te) dE (1)
Here, TG denotes the rovibrational temperature of the target gas,
Te the electron temperature and f(E;Te) the electron distribution
function. Note that the velocity of the gas molecules at TG =300K
is much smaller than the electron velocity even at electron ener-
gies as low as 0.1meV, and the relative collision velocity vrel can be
replaced by the electron velocity. In calculating the rate coefficient,
we use a Maxwellian distribution function which is given by











with ˇ =kBTe (kB =Boltzmann constant). The usual thermal average
in Eq. (1) requires Te = TG. In the calibration of the absolute DEA
cross-section scale, we have used the thermal rate coefficient k(T)
measured for T= Te = TG =300K.
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2.2. Trochoidal electron monochromator time-of-flight
(TEM–TOF) experiment (Belfast)
The DEA experiments at Belfast used a trochoidal electron
monochromator in combination with a time-of-flight mass spec-
trometer. The apparatus has been described before in some detail
[23], and only the essentials are summarized here. The electron
beam path is immersed in a parallel guiding magnetic field of
0.008T. A deflection plate in the beam-monitoring Faraday cup
moves the electrons off-axis and thus prevents return of the elec-
trons to the interaction region. The electron energy was set by
floating the electron gun potentials relative to the interaction
region. A plate near the filament is pulsed to send short (dura-
tion about 1s) pulses of electrons through the interaction region.
After theelectronshave left the interaction region, a repeller plate is
pulsed to push the product anions from the source region. Ions pass
into the acceleration region of the TOF mass spectrometer where
they are further accelerated before they pass through the field-free
drift region and strike the multichannel plate detector. The repeti-
tion rate of this pulse scheme is 12kHz. The apparatus is operated
under conditions where at most one ion is detected per 10 cycles
to minimize any paralysis of the detector due to the arrival of two
ions at the same time. The electron energy resolution (full width
at half maximum) was estimated from the width of the apparent
SF6− yield due to electron attachment to SF6 at near-zero energies
and amounted to 0.25–0.37 eV.
The experiment was carried out at room temperature
(TG =300K. The gas pressure in the interaction region was varied
between about 5×10−6 and 5×10−5 mbar, which corresponds to
number densities in the 1011 molecules cm−3 range. Spectra were
measured at different pressures so that any collisional second order
processes could be identified; all signals were found to be linear
with pressure and no evidence for collisional effects was found.
The target gas SF5CF3 was provided by Fluorochem Ltd. and used
without furtherpurification. Fromthemass spectra, takennear zero
electron energy, we conclude that the maximum concentration of
any SF6 impurity was 0.2%.
3. Basic molecular information and R-matrix calculations
3.1. Structural and energetical aspects of anion formation in
electron attachment to SF5CF3
In Fig. 1 we present simplified potential energy curves for
SF5 +CF3 and SF5− +CF3, relevant for the dominant fragmenta-
tion channel in DEA to SF5CF3 at low energies. Parameters for
these potential curves (see Section 3.2) were obtained from
G3(MP2) calculations, which represent an improvement over ear-
lier G2(MP2) ones [8]. The G3(MP2) compound method of Curtiss
et al. [24], which approximates a quantum configuration inter-
action (QCISD(T)) calculation with a large basis set, was used as
implemented in the Gaussian-03W program [25]. An important
quantity for DEA to SF5CF3 is its dissociation energy into the frag-
ments SF5 +CF3; photon-induced fluorescence studies by Ruiz et
al. [26] recently yielded an upper limit estimate of 3.9(3) eV. The
G3(MP2) value is 3.12 eV and compatible with the upper limit.
The calculations give the dissociation energy of the anion to the
fragments SF5− +CF3 as 0.26 eV (0K) and the adiabatic electron
affinity (EA) for SF5CF3 as 1.37 eV. Moreover, they provide the value
EA(SF5) = 4.07 eV, which places the asymptote of SF5− +CF3 1.11 eV
below the vibrational ground state of SF5CF3. Recent information
on the dynamics and energetics of anion formation from electron
attachment to SF6 suggested that SF5− formation is endother-
mic by 0.41 eV [27]; combining this value with the dissociation
Fig. 1. Simplified potential energy curves for SF5CF3 and its anion. Note that the
relative distance scale represents different normal coordinates depending on the
symmetries and dissociation limits.
energy D(SF5 − F) =4.35(10) eV due to Tsang and Herron [28] yields
EA(SF5) = 3.94 eV. SF5− formation from SF5CF3 is thus an exother-
micprocesswith aQvalueof about1 eV. In contrast, CF3− formation
is an endothermic process. Using EA(CF3) = 1.82(5) eV [29] and the
G3(MP2) value for D0(SF5–CF3) (see above), the endothermicity for
CF3− formation is estimated to be 1.3 eV. Likewise, F− formation
from SF5CF3 is an endothermic process. The G3(MP2) calculations
give D0(F–SF4CF3) = 4.45 eV for the weakest F bond (an equato-
rial S–F bond), comparable to that for SF6. With the known value
EA(F) =3.401eV [30], one obtains an endothermicity of about 1 eV
for F− formation from SF5CF3. Molecular geometries, energies, and
frequencies are available on the journal’swebsite as supplementary
information.
For DEA calculations (see Section 3.2) it is necessary to identify
the vibrational mode of SF5CF3, corresponding most closely to the
SF5–CF3 reaction coordinate. The first vibrational mode analysis,
based on the measured infrared spectrum for SF5CF3, was per-
formed by Eggers et al. [31]. They assumed that the barrier for the
internal rotation of the CF3 group is low and accordingly classified
vibrational modes in terms of the C4V symmetry representations.
They identified the modes corresponding to internal vibrations in
CF3 (type I),modes corresponding to internal vibrations in SF5 (type
II), and the modes corresponding to the motion of SF5 relative to
CF3 (type III).
The strongest modes of type I are 1(a1), 11(e), and 3(a1), of
type II 2(a1), 4(a1), and 5(a1). They observed two modes of type
III, 16(e) and 17(e), but could not identify the S–C stretch mode
6(a1) which is of most interest to us. By comparing the spectrum
of SF5CF3 with thoseof C2F6 andS2F10 they estimated the frequency
of 6 as 300 cm−1. This agrees rather well with the result of present
MP2(FC)/6-31G(d) calculations which give the frequency of this
mode as 316 cm−1.
There are several more recent measurements [1,5,14,15] of the
infrared spectrum of SF5CF3. Nielsen et al. [14] as well as Rinsland
et al. [15] detected, but did not discuss a rather weak absorption
band around 690 cm−1 which can be attributed to what Eggers et
al. identified as the 4(a1) = 1 excitation (692 cm−1 =85.8meV) [31].
In a recent theoretical paper Li et al. [32] treated the electronic
structure of SF5CF3 by the DFTmethod and performed a vibrational
frequencyanalysis. They concluded that thebarrier for the torsional
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motion is low (about 1.5×10−4 a.u.) and therefore the CF3 group is
predicted to rotate freely at room temperature. This justifies the
C4V symmetry assumption employed by Eggers et al. [31]. On the
other hand, Li et al. [32] present only seven vibrational frequencies
and do not classify them in terms of symmetry species. Interest-
ingly, they identify the frequency 746 cm−1 as corresponding to the
S–C stretch. Since DFT calculations tend to overestimate frequen-
cies, the true values may bemore like 690 cm−1, rather close to the
spectroscopy frequency of the 4(a1) mode. As will be discussed
below, the LPA experiment exhibits a distinct Wigner cusp at the
onset for excitation of one quantumof the 4(a1) vibration, indicat-
ing that thismode is important for theprimary electron attachment
process.
Although for definite conclusions about themechanism for elec-
tron attachment to SF5CF3 an analysis of the multidimensional
potential energy anion surface is necessary, the cusp at the thresh-
old for 4 =1 vibrational excitation allows us to assume that,
similar to the process of electron attachment to SF6, the elec-
tron capture initially drives the symmetric S–F stretch vibrational
mode 4, and then due to the process of intramolecular vibra-
tional energy redistribution (IVR), the excess energy is channeled
into the S–C stretch which eventually leads to the dissociation into
the fragments SF5− and CF3. We will assume that the anion state
is stabilized rapidly, before the IVR process becomes operative,
and therefore the attachment process can be treated in a one-
dimensional approximation, assuming coupling of the anion state
with only the 4 mode. This approach is similar to our effective-
range-theory treatment of electron attachment to SF6 [33].
3.2. R-matrix calculations of the DEA cross-section for SF5−
formation
With the aim to provide some insight into the electron
attachment process we have carried out semiempirical R-matrix
calculations of the DEA cross-sections. In accord with our assump-
tion about the dominance of the 4 mode at the electron
capture stage, we represent the neutral molecule by an effective
one-dimensional potential energy curve generating the correct
quantumof the 4 vibration,ω(4) = 85.8meV. Vibrational frequen-
cies were calculated using the Hartree-Fock, density functional
theory, and MP2. We use the corresponding reduced mass
(M=17.353u) for the 4 motion but adopt, however, the experi-
mental value of the 4 frequency. Since the asymptotic value of the
neutral energy along the 4 coordinate is not relevant to the DEA
process under consideration, we have chosen, rather arbitrarily, for
the dissociation energy its value along the S–C reaction coordinate,
3.09 eV. This choice is not consistent, of course, with the one-
dimensional model. We should emphasize, however, that in the
present case only the coupling of the anion state with the first few
vibrational states of the 4 mode is important for the DEA dynam-
ics. Additional calculations using different dissociation energies,
but the same vibrational frequency yielded practically the same
results. Using the input data described above, we parameterize the
neutral curve in the Morse form:
V() = A[exp(−a) − 1]2 (3)
where  =R−Re is the normal 4 coordinate relative to the equi-
librium separation Re, A=3.13 eV and a = 1.1853 a−10 (a0 =Bohr
radius =52.9 pm). The anion curve is parameterized in the form:
U() = B exp(−2b) − C exp(−b) + D (4)
The asymptotic value of the anion curve D was obtained from the
calculated [8] adiabatic electron affinity of SF5CF3, 1.235eV and the
dissociation energy of the anion, 0.26 eV, resulting inD=−0.975eV.
All other parameters were considered as empirical.
The R-matrix surface amplitude () which determines the res-




where 0, 	 and 
 are fit parameters. Typically, () is a slowly
varying function, and its value between the equilibrium separa-
tion ( =0) and the crossing point between the neutral and the
anion potential curves determines the absolute magnitude of the
DEAcross-section. Theparameters employed inour calculationsare
b = 1.972 a−10 , B=2.57 eV, C=0.60 eV, 0 = 0.222 (a0 ×Hartree)1/2
(1Hartree =27.211eV), 	 = 2.330 a−10 , and 
=0.1725. The vibra-
tional motion for the calculation of the DEA cross-sections
was included using the quasi-classical approximation of the
R-matrix theory [35,36]. To couple the resonant anion state
with the electron continuum, we calculate the electron wave
functions in electron scattering channels. For these calculations
we have employed the dipole moment of SF5CF3, =0.384D
[37] and the polarizability ˛=8.5×10−30 m3, as estimated
by us.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Highly resolved absolute cross-section for SF5− formation
In agreement with the earlier work [17,18], both the LPA and
the TEM–TOF experiments confirmed that SF5− is by far the
dominant anion formed in low-energy electron attachment to
SF5CF3. In the following we discuss the highly resolved LPA and
EXLPA results which were measured for SF5− over the range
0.001–1.66 eV. With reference to the thermal rate coefficient of
Mayhew et al. (k(300K) =8.0(3)×10−8 cm3 s−1) [16], a reliable
absolute scale was established for this partial DEA cross-section
which is subsequently used to establish absolute cross-sections
also for the other fragment anion channels and for total anion
production.
In Fig. 2, we present the absolute DEA cross-section for SF5− for-
mation from SF5CF3 determined in this work by combining the LPA
(0.001–0.19 eV) and the EXLPA (0.19–1.66 eV) data. The energy res-
olution was about 2meV for the LPA data and about 25meV for the
EXLPA results, respectively. The LPA anion yield was averaged over
six original data points (about 6 channels per meV) and interpo-
lated with respect to an integer meV scale; the EXLPA anion yield
was measured with a channel width of 1meV and normalized to
the LPAdata in the energy range from160 to190meVwhere the LPA
and EXLPA yields exhibited identical slopes. Below about 0.5 eV the
partial SF5− cross-section is identical with the total cross-section
since other fragment ions do not contribute at a significant level
(see below); therefore, it is possible to use the total thermal rate
coefficient k(T=300K) to establish the absolute cross-section scale
shown in Fig. 2.
Close to E=86meV, a clear downward-step like Wigner cusp
is observed (see especially the expanded view in Fig. 2b) which
is attributed to the interaction of the primary attachment process
with the channel for vibrational excitation of the 4(a1) mode. As is
known from the previous high-resolution work on molecules such
as SF6 [20,22], CCl4 [38], CF3Br [39], and CF3I [40], these Wigner
cusps are characteristic for the vibrational modes which are active
in the attachment process. Note that for SF5− formation, the vibra-
tional modes which may be considered to promote dissociation
of the primary anion complex (SF5CF3)− towards the fragments
SF5− +CF3 are not identical with the channel interaction mode
4(a1) which basically represents a symmetric internal vibration
of the SF5 group.
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Fig. 2. Absolute cross-section for SF5− formation due to electron attachment to
SF5CF3 (gas temperature TG =300K). (a) Combined LPA/EXLPA data (open gray cir-
cles) over the range 0.001–1.66 eV, compared with the R-matrix cross-section (full
curve) for energies up to 0.83 eV. Close to E=86meV, the measured and calculated
cross-sections exhibit downward step-like structure (see also (b)) due to the inter-
action between the attachment and the 4 = 1 vibrational excitation channel. (b)
Closer viewat the low-energy region (0.5–500meV, indicated in (a) by broken lines).
The chain curve shows the extended Vogt-Wannier (EVW) cross-section, adjusted
in absolute value to the experimental cross-section at E=2meV. The dotted, short-
dash and full thin curves represent the calculated state-specific DEA cross-sections
for the initial vibrational levels i4 = 0,1, and2, respectively. For further details, see
text.
The observation of the cusp structure at the 4(a1) = 1 vibra-
tional onsetwas incorporated into our theoreticalmodel, discussed
in Section 3.2, whose results are also included in Fig. 2a and b
(full curves). Good agreement between the experimental and the
calculated cross-sections – including the shape of the cusp struc-
ture at the 4 =1 threshold – is observed at energies up to about
0.25 eV. The calculations also predict weaker cusps at the higher
4 ≥2 onsets, but these features are not apparent in the mea-
surements. Towards higher energies the calculated cross-section
progressively stays above the experimental values by up to a fac-
tor two. These deviations can be removed by a different choice of
the surface amplitude () which, however, varies rather fast with
. We think that this reflects, in an empirical way, the complex-
ity of the actual multidimensional surface dynamics of the DEA
process.
We note that the calculated DEA cross-sections (full curves in
Fig. 2a and b) represent the vibrational average with regard to the
initial thermal population of the 4(a1)mode. Since the 4 quantum
(85.8meV [31]) is about three times larger than kBT, most of the
population (≈96%) resides in the initial i4 = 0 ground state. The
state-specificDEAcross-section fori4 = 1actually exceeds thei4 =
0 cross-section for E<0.23 eV (by more than a factor of two below
E=16meV) as a result of a more favourable Franck-Condon factor
for the transition from the neutral to the anion state; the i4 = 1
population thus leads to a non-negligible, but small contribution
to the vibrationally averaged DEA cross-section. The cross-section
for i4 = 2 is smaller (by about a factor of three at low energies)
than that for i4 = 0, and its contribution to the thermal average is
negligible.
At low electron energies, we compare the measured cross-
section shape with the prediction of the extended Vogt-Wannier
(EVW) capture model [41,42] (chain curve in Fig. 2b). In these
calculations, we use the spectroscopic electric dipole moment of
0.384D [37] and the estimated polarizability 8.5×10−30 m3. The
predicted EVW cross-section is about a factor of three higher than
the measured absolute DEA cross-section, indicating – in contrast
to, e.g., the cases of SF6 or CCl4 [41,42] – that for the molecule
SF5CF3 the efficiency for anion formation only amounts to about
one third of the electron capture events. In the R-matrix descrip-
tion of the DEA process, the EVW cross-section behaviour is built
into the theory via the long-range electron-molecule interactions.
The lowering of the DEA cross-section from the EVW value is due
to two effects: (i) non-optimal Franck-Condon factors for the tran-
sition from the neutral molecule to the initial temporary negative
ion (TNI) state upon electron capture; (ii) a smaller than unity sur-
vival probability for the evolution of the TNI to the dissociated
pair SF5− +CF3. This evolution involves IVR and thus coupling to
the motion which leads to dissociation of the TNI. The processes
involved in (ii) will in general depend on the initial thermal energy
in thevariousparticipating vibrationalmodes, and this dependence
can lead to the Arrhenius-type rise in the thermal (T≡ Te = TG) rate
coefficient k(T) (activation energy 0.025eV), observed by Miller et
al. [8] over the temperature range 295–563K. We note that the R-
matrix calculations described above yield a very weak dependence
of k(T) on T (variation less than 3% over the mentioned tempera-
ture range). This deviation from the experimental observations [8]
is attributed to the one-dimensional approximation employed in
the calculations which does not incorporate IVR and dissociation.
This issue was recently discussed in some detail for DEA to CF3Br
[39].
Over the energy range0.2–0.9 eV (see Fig. 2a), the energydepen-
dence of the cross-section for SF5− formation is well described
by a simple exponential decrease (E; SF5−) ∝ exp(−E/a) with
a=0.246eV. At higher energies, the decrease becomes more rapid
as a result of the competing decay of the primary anion complex
into F− anions. At about E=1.25 eV the partial cross-section for F−
formation (see Section 4.2) becomes equal to that for SF5− produc-
tion. Following a minimum at about 2 eV, the SF5− yield exhibits a
ratherbroad, near-bell-shapedband towardshigher energieswitha
maximumat 3.6 eV.We attribute this higher lying band (which also
produces F− anions with almost the same probability, see Section
4.2) to the dissociation of the first excited anion resonance which
is of a repulsive nature.
In Fig. 3 we compare the yields for SF5− formation from three
different experiments over the energy range 0–4eV. In the two dia-
grams (a) and (b), the full circles (gray) represent the combined
LPA/EXLPA anion yield, taken from Fig. 2. In Fig. 3a we compare
with the SF5− yield measured with the Belfast TEM–TOF apparatus
(open circles). From these datawe constructed a joint cross-section
for SF5− formation by combining the LPA/EXLPA cross-sectionwith
the Belfast data for E≥2.2 eV through a brief interpolation (broken
curve) from 1.6–2.2 eV. This interpolation and the resolution of the
Belfast data were chosen in such a way that the convolution of the
joint cross-section with a Gaussian resolution function of 370meV
(FWMH) resulted in a close reproduction (full curve) of the Belfast
data over the full energy range. We note that the energy scale of
the Belfast data was adjusted so as to match optimally that of the
convoluted spectrum. Note that the rather low resolution of the
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the highly resolved LPA/EXLPA yield for SF5− formation with
(a) the TEM-TOF results (Belfast), and (b) the TEM-QMS results (Innsbruck [17]). For
details see text.
Belfast experiment introduces substantial deviations of the mea-
sured anion yield function from the true DEA cross-section only in
energy rangeswhere sharp features are present, notably at very low
energies.
In Fig. 3b,we compare the SF5− anion yield reported by the Inns-
bruck group [17] (open squares, quoted resolution 80meV) with
the yield (full curve), obtained by convolution of our joint cross-
section with a Gaussian of 80meV (FWHM). The energy scale of
the Innsbruck data was adjusted such as to optimally match that
of the convoluted spectrum. Over the range 0.1–1eV, good agree-
ment is observed between the two absolute cross-sections (the
absolute scale of the Innsbruck cross-section was established with
reference to the total cross-section reported by Chen et al. [19];
the latter work will be discussed below in connection with Fig. 6).
At near-zero energies the Innsbruck yield surpasses the convo-
luted spectrum by about 20%. This observation may be explained
by the effects of an increased electron path at the lowest ener-
gies, due to helical motion and/or multiple traversals through the
attachment region. At the higher energies, the Innsbruck data stay
above the LPA/EXLPA cross-section as well as above that measured
in Belfast. They do not show the second maximum for SF5− for-
mation, clearly observed in the Belfast experiment around 3.6 eV.
It appears that the Innsbruck data have a lower dynamical range
than the other two data sets; possibly, they are influenced towards
higher nominal energies by contributions from low-energy elec-
trons which may be produced, e.g., by scattering from orifices. In
our EXLPA work, we found it very important to align the electron
source carefully and thus avoid any collisions of the accelerated
and decelerated electrons with any of the collimating, potential-
defining orifices. Finally, we note that the SF5− yield measured at
Berlin [18] is in qualitative agreement with the Innsbruck data, but
has less statistical quality; it also misses the second peak around
3.6 eV.
Fig. 4. (a) Absolute cross-section for F− formation due to electron attachment to
SF5CF3 (TG ≈300K) and (b) anionbranching ratioR(E) =(F−)/[(F−) +(SF5−)], both
over the energy range 0–7eV.
4.2. Absolute cross-section for F− formation
In Fig. 4a, we present the absolute partial cross-section for F−
formation over the range 0–7eV. The energy calibration of this
spectrum is fixed with reference to the simultaneously taken SF5−
spectrum for which the energy scale is derived from that of the
LPA/EXLPAspectrum(Fig. 3a). At energies aboveabout0.4 eV, theF−
yield surpasses thenoise level, exhibits afirstmaximumatE=1.2 eV
with a cross-section(E=1.2 eV; F−)≈0.25×10−20 m2 which is fol-
lowedby aminimumaround2.3 eVanda secondmaximum located
at about3.7 eVwitha cross-sectionof 0.07×10−20 m2.As explained
in section 3.1, F− formation from SF5CF3 is an endothermic pro-
cess. From the energy for the resolution-corrected threshold in
Fig. 4a (estimated as 0.6 eV), and assuming that this threshold is
shifted to lower energies from the true onset by the average rovi-
brational energy in the SF5CF3 molecule at 300K (0.21 eV), one
obtains an estimate of 4.2 eV for the separation energy of F from
SF5CF3.
The firstmaximum in the F− yield, located at 1.2 eV, is attributed
to the combination of two effects: (i) the primary attachment pro-
cess occurs via the lowest-lying anion resonance which is also
responsible for SF5− formation at low energies; (ii) dissociation of
this primary negative ion state to the energetically accessible chan-
nels, yielding SF5− and F− anions, proceeds with a characteristic
energy-dependent branching ratio R(E) =(F−)/[(F−) +(SF5−)],
reflecting the channel-specific fragmentation probabilities p(F−)
and p(SF5−). These probabilities depend on the total energy of the
primary anion and on the asymptotic energies of the respective
dissociated fragment pairs. Theymay be obtained fromunimolecu-
lar decay theory (including the energy-dependent autodetachment
process), see the recentwork by Troe et al. on the energy dependent
branching ratio SF5−/(SF5− +SF6−) resulting from electron attach-
ment to SF6 [27].
In Fig. 4b we present the energy-dependent branching ratio
R(E) over the range 0–7eV. From 0.6 to 1.8 eV (i.e., within the
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first anion resonance) the ratio monotonically rises from zero
to a maximum value of 80%. Towards higher energies, the sec-
ond anion resonance first starts to influence and then dominates
the branching ratio which attains an average value of about 0.5
in the range around the center of the second anion resonance
(3.6 eV).
In Fig. 4a, we did not compare with the results reported pre-
viously for F− formation [17,18]. These earlier data show some
clear deviations from our results. The Innsbruck group reported a
broad band for F− production peaking at about 0.9 eV with a peak
cross-section of 0.08×10−20 m2 which presumably corresponds to
the band which we observe to peak at 1.2 eV with a maximum
cross-section of 0.25×10−20 m2. In addition, aweakermaximumat
near-zero energieswas observed (Fig. 3 in Ref. [17]); this peakmust
be due to secondary reactions, as discussed, e.g., in DEA work on
C2Cl4 by the Innsbruck group [43]. The Berlin group [18] reported
a rather broad band for F− production, peaking at about 0.5 eV and
a substantially weaker and wide band around 3.2 eV. For unclear
reasons, these two bands are shifted to lower energies by about 0.7
and 0.5 eV, respectively, relative to those observed in the present
work.
4.3. Absolute cross-sections for formation of the anions CF3−,
SF4−, and SF3−
In Fig. 5, we summarize the absolute partial cross-sections for
the five notable fragment anions, as observed in DEA to SF5CF3 over
the energy range 0–12eV. In both the SF5− and the F− channel, a
Fig. 5. Partial absolute cross-sections for DEA to SF5CF3 (E=0–12eV), yielding the
fragment anions: (a) SF5− , (b) F− , (c) CF3− , (d) SF4− , and (e) SF3− .
weak band is found around 11eV in addition to those observed
around 3.6 eV and below 2eV. The anions CF3−, SF4−, and SF3− are
formed with small cross-sections (below 3×10−23 m2).
TheBelfast cross-section forCF3− formationhas afirst rise above
the noise level at about 2.7 eV and exhibits two broad bands with
maxima at about 4 eV and 8.5 eV. The earlier results for the anion
CF3− deviate substantially from the present cross-section andmust
have been influenced by systematic errors. The CF3− data, reported
by Sailer et al. [17] over the range 0–3eV, show a single broad band
with a first rise near 0.4 eV and a maximum at about 1.1 eV. This
finding is in conflict with the estimated endothermicity for CF3−
formation from SF5CF3 (1.3 eV, see Section 3.1). We note that the
Innsbruck data for SF5CF3 were taken in the presence of the cali-
brant gas CCl4 [17].1 The anion Cl2− (with a mass close to that of
CF3−) is a fragment resulting from DEA to CCl4 and exhibits a DEA
band with a very similar appearance and energy location as com-
pared to that reported for CF3− by Sailer et al. (Fig. 2 in Ref. [17]).
We therefore suggest that the CF3− band reported in [17] was in
fact due to Cl2− formation from CCl4. The CF3− data, reported by
Balog et al. [18] over the range 0–4.7 eV, exhibit a rather narrow
peak at 0 eV and a broad band with a maximum at about 3.5 eV.
The latter band appears to correspond to our band peaking around
4eV. The peak at near-zero energy in the CF3− yield must have
been caused by an experimental artefact (probably by secondary
reactions).
DEA cross-sections for the weak fragment anions SF4− (Fig. 5d)
and SF3− (Fig. 5e) are reported here for the first time. SF4− forma-
tion is characterized by a clear band centered at about 5.7 eV. SF3−
production becomes noticeable at energies above about 8 eV and
shows a maximum at about 11.1 eV, i.e., 1.7 eV below the adiabatic
ionization energy of SF5CF3 [44].
Using the absolute cross-sections shown in Fig. 5, we deter-
mined energy-integrated cross-sections for the five anions over
the respective characteristic bands and in this way obtained band-
specific branching ratios. In Table 1 we list the energy location
of the maximum of the respective band, the measured FWMH
of the band, the integration range, the integrated cross-section
(in 10−20 m2 eV), and the branching ratio in two different forms,
namely as the ratio of the integrated cross-sections and as the ratio
of the band maxima, both normalized to 100% for the second band
of SF5− (integration window 2.09–6.99 eV). The branching ratios
of the band integrals should be independent of the experimental
resolution, see the integrals in Table 1 for the original LPA data
(0.001–2.09 eV) and for the LPA data convoluted with Gaussian
resolution functions of 80 and370meV, respectively. Theband inte-
grals are thus especially suitable for comparison with other work.
The integral of the Belfast data for the first SF5− band is found to
be in close agreement with the integral of the LPA data; in part,
this agreement reflects the fact that the Belfast data were matched
to the convoluted LPA cross-section at higher energies. The inte-
gral of the Innsbruck data is 14.6% larger than that of the LPA
data; part of this difference is due to the fact that the Innsbruck
cross-section exceeds the convoluted LPA cross-section near the
maximum.
In contrast, the ratios of the band maxima exhibit substantial
differences whenever the experimental resolution plays a role (in
the present case this is only relevant for the SF5− band extend-
ing down to zero energy). Thus it is not advisable to compare
such a maximum intensity for a near-zero energy peak with the
maximum intensity of (broader) bands at higher energies. In gen-
eral, authors should quote the energy-integrated anion yield of
1 W. Sailer, private communication.
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Table 1
Energy-integrated absolute cross-sections for anion formation due to electron attachment to the molecule SF5CF3 (rovibrational temperature TG =300K)








Integral (×10−20 m2 eV) Branching ratio
(integral) (×100)
SF5− “Zero energy”
LPAa 0.001 600 – – 0.001–2.09 15.51 11,931
E80b 0.025 73.8 0.13 95,359 −0.13–2.09 15.51 11,931
Innsbr.c 0.004 89.2 0.10 115,250 −0.50–2.09 17.78 13,677
E370d 0.082 28.8 0.46 37,209 −0.50–2.09 15.51 11,931
Belfaste 0.082 28.8 0.47 37,209 −0.89–2.09 15.65 12,043
SF5− f 3.53 0.0774 1.61 100.00 2.09–6.99 0.1300 100.00
8.31 0.0056 ≈1.1 7.24 7.19–9.04 0.0071 5.44
10.71 0.0167 ≈2.1 21.58 9.04–11.83 0.0324 24.93
F− f 1.19 0.2493 0.64 322.14 0.38–2.26 0.1734 133.39
3.70 0.0732 1.47 94.59 2.26–6.99 0.1236 95.11
≈9 0.0019 – 2.44 7.58–9.53 0.0033 2.56
11.19 0.0090 ≈1.5 11.64 9.53–11.23 0.0124 9.52
CF3− f 4.01 0.00105 ≈1.1 1.35 2.69–4.75 0.00123 0.95
5.38 0.00072 ≈1.5 0.94 4.75–6.99 0.00096 0.74
8.56 0.00101 ≈1.5 1.30 6.99–10.02 0.00156 1.20
SF4− f 5.67 0.00289 ≈1.5 3.74 3.57–7.33 0.00447 3.44
8.75 0.00036 – 0.47 7.33–9.58 0.00051 0.39
11.44 0.00052 – 0.68 9.58–11.83 0.00050 0.39
SF3− f ≈9 0.00040 – 0.52 7.33–9.58 0.00046 0.36
11.1 0.00153 ≈1.3 1.97 9.58–11.83 0.00190 1.46
a Peak position and maximum are given for E=1meV (the cross-section is divergent for E→0).
b LPA cross-section convoluted with Gaussian energy resolution function of FWHM=80meV (see Fig. 3b).
c Data of the Innsbruck group [17] (see Fig. 3b).
d LPA cross-section convoluted with Gaussian energy resolution function of FWHM=370meV (see Fig. 3a).
e Data of the Belfast experiment (see Fig. 3a).
f Data of the Belfast experiment (see Fig. 5).
observed DEA bands, but we consider it mandatory that energy-
integrated (absolute or relative) cross-sections are provided for
narrow, resolution-limitedbands, especially for thebandextending
down to zero energy.
We emphasize that maximum intensities for near-zero energy
peaks,measuredwith decelerated electron beams (with orwithout
amagnetic guidingfield) are oftenquestionable for various reasons.
In the absence of a guiding magnetic field, it is nearly impossi-
ble to reach near-zero kinetic energies in a controlled way. In the
presence of a guiding magnetic field, transverse velocity compo-
nents prevent the range close to zero kinetic energybeing accessed;
moreover, electron spiralling effects introduce uncertainties in the
path length and thus in the anion yield. Even if transverse com-
ponents are ruled out or reduced (as in the EXLPA experiment in
which the photoelectrons are formed with zero kinetic energy),
there is still the uncertainty whether the electrons are decelerated
to near-zero energy in the proper reaction volume and whether
the electrons traverse this volume only once. In our opinion, the
only trustworthy, presently available approach to reliably measure
the shape of DEA cross-sections at energies below about 50meV is
the laser photoelectron attachment experiment in which monoen-
ergetic electrons with variable kinetic energy undergo attachment
reactions inessentially the same(nearly)field-freevolume inwhich
they are formed by photoionization.
4.4. Total DEA cross-section and the dependence of the DEA rate
coefficient on electron temperature
Summation of the five partial absolute DEA cross-sections in
Fig. 5 yields the total absolute DEA cross-section tot(E) for SF5CF3,
shown as the full curve in Fig. 6. For comparison, we included
the partial cross-sections for SF5− (open circles) and F− formation
(opensquares), and the sumcross-section for the formationofCF3−,
SF4−, and SF3− (full diamonds). Note that these data were obtained
at the fixed gas temperature TG =300K.
In Fig. 6, we also included the total cross-section for anion
production (open triangles), reported by Chen et al. for a target
gas temperature TG ≈300K (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [19]). These authors
used amagnetically guided electronbeam(monochromatized to an
effective energy width of about 80meV by the retarding-potential-
difference method) and measured the total anion current formed.
Fig. 6. Total and partial absolute cross-sections for anion formation in electron-
SF5CF3 collisions (gas temperature TG =300K). Total cross-section, full curve
(present work) and open triangles (Chen et al. [19]); SF5− , open circles; F− , open
squares; sum of CF3− , SF4− , and SF3− , full diamonds.
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The electron energy and the cross-section for SF5CF3 were placed
on absolute scales, respectively, with reference to measurements
with the targetmoleculeN2O, using the absolute attachment cross-
section forN2Oobtained byRapp andBriglia [45]. Very goodoverall
agreement is observed between the total cross-section reported
by Chen et al. [19] and that obtained in the present work by a
differentmethod, bothwith regard to the absolute size of the cross-
sections and the energy locations of the main bands. We note that
the Chen et al. data shown in Fig. 6 were obtained by digitizing
the results in their Fig. 2; in view of the 0.08 eV resolution and
the steepness of the plot near zero energy we did not include data
points at energies below 0.5 eV. At energies above 6.5 eV, where
the total cross-section stays below 3×10−22 m2, the two sets of
cross-sections differ from each other by no more than a factor of
two.
In the following, we discuss the dependence of the total DEA
rate coefficient k(Te; TG) on electron temperature Te for the fixed
gas temperature TG =300K. We calculate k(Te; TG) with (1), using
the total DEA cross-section in Fig. 6 and a Maxwellian electron
distribution function. The latter choice appears well justified for
the recent drift-tube experiment of Mayhew et al. [16] in which
CO2 was used as the carrier gas at atmospheric pressure and
room temperature (Te = TG =300K). Carbon dioxide is known to
rapidly establish Maxwellian equilibrium for the electron distribu-
tion function. In the earliermeasurements of Kennedy andMayhew
[7] in which the mean electron energy 〈E〉 was varied from 0.04
to 1.9 eV, the carrier gas N2 was used for 〈E〉 <0.5 eV, and Ar for
〈E〉 >0.5 eV.
In Fig. 7, we compare the rate coefficient k(Te; TG =300K),
calculated with the new total absolute DEA cross-section
over the range Te = 50–20,000K (i.e., mean electron energy
〈E〉= (3/2)kBTe = 0.0065–2.6 eV), with the temperature dependence
reported by Kennedy and Mayhew [7]. Good overall agreement
between the two data sets is observed over the broad temper-
ature range covered in the experiment. Note that for the buffer
gases N2 and Ar the electron distribution function in this drift
tube experiment will deviate from the Maxwellian form assumed
in the calculations. The relatively small differences between the
measured and calculated rate coefficients will therefore in part be
due to deviations of the experimental electron distribution func-
tion from the Maxwellian form. The calculated rate coefficient
k(Te; TG =300K) is identically recovered up to electron tempera-
tures Te = 800K (〈E〉=0.103eV) when the partial DEA cross-section
for SF5− formation is used instead of the total cross-section. At
Fig. 7. Dependence of the total rate coefficient for DEA to SF5CF3 on electron tem-
perature Te over the range of 50–20,000K at the fixed gas temperature TG =300K.
Te = 12000K (〈E〉=1.551eV), the rate coefficient for SF5− formation
still amounts to 95% of the total rate coefficient.
5. Conclusions
Partial and total absolute cross-sections for dissociative electron
attachment to the molecule trifluoromethyl sulfurpentafluoride
(SF5CF3) at the gas temperature TG =300K are reported over
a broad range of electron energies (E=0.001–12eV). The abso-
lute scale for the cross-sections is determined with reference
to the thermal (T=300K) rate coefficient for anion formation
(8.0(3)×10−8 cm3 s−1).
Below 1eV, SF5− is the dominant product anion and formed
through the lowest anion statewhichcuts theneutral SF5CF3 poten-
tial close to the S–C equilibrium distance. The highly resolved laser
photoelectron attachment data exhibit a downward Wigner cusp
at 86meV, indicating that the 4(a1) vibrational mode is important
for the primary attachment dynamics. Semiempirical R-matrix cal-
culations of the energy dependent cross-section for SF5− formation
yield goodagreementwith the experimentalDEAcross-section, but
cannot reproduce the activation energy for the thermal DEA rate
coefficient observed in a swarm experiment.
Both SF5− and F− anions are formedwith similar yields through
the first excited resonance located near 3.6 eV. Towards larger
electron energies, the anions CF3−, SF4−, ands SF3− anions are pro-
duced inadditionwith lowcross-sections. Summationof thepartial
(mass-resolved) cross-sections yielded a total absolute cross-
section for anion formation over the energy range 0.001–12eV; the
only previously reported total attachment cross-section for SF5CF3
(TG ≈300K), obtained with a different method by Chen et al. [19]
at a resolution of about 80meV, is found to be in good agreement
with our results. Our highly resolved DEA cross-section is used
to calculate the dependence of the rate coefficient for dissociative
electronattachmentoverabroadrangeofelectron temperatures for
the fixed gas temperature TG =300K; good agreement is observed
between the calculated values and those obtained in a drift tube
experiment.
G3(MP2) calculations were carried out to provide information
on the reaction energetics. Molecular geometries and energies are
available through the journal as a Supplementary file.
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